Direct measurement of the hyperfine and g-tensors of a Mn(III)-Mn(IV) complex in polycrystalline and frozen solution samples by high-field EPR.
The g-tensors and hyperfine tensors of the S = (1)/(2) ground state of the mixed valence [LMn(IIImu-O)(2)Mn(IV)L](3+) complex (L = N,N'-dimethyl-N,N'-bis(2-pyridylmethyl)ethane-1,2-diamine) was deter-mined in the solid-state and frozen acetonitrile solution by high-field EPR. Both samples exhibited complex anisotropic temperature behaviors that precluded the use of routine spectrum simulation procedures to extract the spin parameters. To circumvent this problem, the parameters were measured directly by using multifrequency techniques. In the case of the frozen solution, this approach yielded seven of the nine spin parameters with varying uncertainty, the two extreme principal g-values, the four hyperfine couplings associated with each of these two g-values, and the middle g-value. This latter parameter was obtained from a first moment analysis. Unlike simulations, the statistical errors associated with each value could be assigned in a straightforward and rigorous manner. The directly measured g-values were different in frozen solution and polycrystalline powder. The temperature dependence of the high-field EPR spectra of the polycrystalline powder revealed a spin-spin interaction between the neighboring binuclear complexes.